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ABSTRACT
CO2 flooding can effectively enhance the recovery

of low-permeability reservoirs and realize CO2 storage.
However, the strong heterogeneity of low permeability
reservoirs makes it difficult to accurately determine the
miscible state of CO2 and oil. In this study, first, a PR-EOS
is modified by considering the shifts of critical
properties. Second, the parachor model is coupled with
the modified PR-EOS to predict the minimum miscible
pressure (MMP). Third, considering the multiple contact
process between CO2 and oil, a MMP prediction model
based on the microscopic heterogeneity is established.
Afterwards, the model calculation results are compared
with the prior experimental results of CO2 flooding to
verify its applicability and superiority. Finally, the model
is applied to the actual low-permeability reservoir to
determine the miscible state of CO2 and oil.

Keywords: CO2-oil miscible state, CO2 flooding,
microscopic heterogeneity, carbon capture and storage,
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1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon capture, utilization and storage (CCUS) is

currently considered the most promising technology for
greenhouse gas emission reduction[1, 2]. CO2-EOR, also
known as CO2 flooding, is a technology that uses CO2 to
enhance recovery while trapping CO2 in the reservoi for
a long term, referred to as CO2 sequestration process[3,
4]. Therefore, CO2 flooding is an effective means to
realize the geological storage of CO2, and the most
effective way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
under current economic conditions.

In the oil industry, most of the CO2-EOR projects
were implemented in miscible phase (CO2 miscible
flooding)[5-7]. During the process of CO2 flooding, the
miscibility state of CO2-oil can be judged by the
minimum miscibility pressure (MMP), which not only
affects the displacement efficiency, but also affects the
CO2 storage efficiency[8]. The microscopic

heterogeneity of the reservoir is an important factor
affecting the fluid seepage ability[9, 10]. However, the
pore-throat size of low-permeability reservoirs is mainly
micro-nano-scale and has strong micro heterogeneity,
which leads to complicated CO2 occurrence states and
seepage rules in different pore-throat structures[11,
12]. Therefore, it is difficult to accurately predict the
MMP that meets the conditions of low-permeability
reservoirs.

In this study, the modified PR EOS is combined with
the Parachor model, and considering the multiple
contact process of CO2 and crude oil, a prediction model
of minimum miscible pressure for CO2 flooding in low-
permeability reservoirs is established. Then, the model
calculation results were compared with the prior
experimental results of CO2 flooding to verify its
applicability and superiority. Finally, the model is
applied to the actual heterogeneous low permeability
reservoir to judge the miscibility state of CO2 and oil.
The result showed that this method can not only
calculate the MMP distribution of the heterogeneous
reservoirs, but also determine the miscible state at
different production stages of the CO2 flooding process.
2. MODELING AND THEORY

2.1 Modified equation of state

First, the basic form of the PR equation of state is
shown as follows[13]:
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Where P is the system pressure; T is the thermodynamic
temperature; R is the universal gas constant; V is the
molar volume; a is gravitational parameter; b is the
volume parameter. The parameters a and b can be
calculated by van der Waals mixing rule:
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In the above equation xi and xj are the molar
fractions of component i and component j; kij is the
binary interaction coefficient of component i and
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component j; kij = kji and kii = kjj = 0; ai and bi are the
energy and volume parameters of component i,
respectively. The parameters ai and bi can be
determined from:
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Where Pci and Tci are the critical pressure and
temperature of component i, respectively; Tri is the
comparison temperature of component i; �� is the
acentric factor of component i.

Low-permeability heterogeneous reservoirs are
mostly developed with micro-nano-scale pore throats,
which generate high capillary pressure and lead to
adsorption hysteresis effect. This adsorption hysteresis
effect obviously affects the critical properties and phase
behavior of fluids[14-16]. The critical shift parameter is
measured using the corresponding correlation proposed
by Zarragoicoechea et al.[17]:
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Where ∆�c∗ and ∆�c∗ are the relative critical pressure
and temperature shift due to confinement, respectively
Tcp is the critical temperature in nanopores; Pcp is the
critical pressure in nanopores; rp is the radius of the
mainstream throat; �LJ is the Lennard-Jones size
diameter.

To get the PR EOS applicable to the low-
permeability heterogeneous reservoir, equations (6)-(8)
are substituted into equation (1), which relates the
critical properties of the fluid to the formation
parameters (rp). When the oil-gas system is in phase
equilibrium, according to the Rachford-Rice equation:
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The initial K-value of each component can be
estimated fromWilson’ s equation[18]:
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Where yi and xi are the molar fractions of component i
in the vapour phase and liquid phase, respectively; Ki is
the vapour-liquid equilibrium constant of component i;
V is the molar fraction of the vapour phase.

The fugacity coefficient of each component in the
mixture is:
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2.2 Parachor model

The liquid and vapour phases are set as the wetting
and non-wetting phases, respectively, in the low-
permeability reservoir[19]. The calculation formula of
capillary pressure is as follows:
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Where PC is the capillary pressure; PV and PL are the
pressure of vapour phase and liquid phase, respectively;
 is the interfacial tension;  is the contact angle of
the vapour−liquid interface.

During CO2 flooding, the MMP is reached when the
IFT between CO2 and oil reduces to zero. The parachor
model is most commonly used by the petroleum
industry to predict the IFT of a liquid−vapour (e.g.,
oil−CO2) system[20]:
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Where [ ]ip is the parachor of component i; ρV and ρL
are the molar densities of the bulk vapour and liquid
phases, respectively; Vc is the critical molar volume; H is
a function of Tc and Vc.

2.3 Multiple contact process

Based on the Kozeny-Calman equation, parameters
such as porosity, tortuosity, and specific surface area of
pores are quantitatively characterized by
permeability[21]:
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The relationship between mainstream kindness
and permeability is[22]:

2.6481
p0.416K r (18)

According to formula (8), the parameter of
permeability is used to quantitatively characterize the
heterogeneity of pore structure of low-permeability
reservoirs.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the unit and unit simulation

Crude oil and CO2 must undergo multi-stage
contact and mass transfer to achieve miscibility[23]. The
diffusion effect between units and units is considered to
determine the concentration of CO2 along the seepage

in each unit and to obtain the mixing ratio of CO2 and
crude oil.
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Where c is the concentration of the vapour phase in the
liquid phase; dx, dy and dz are the length, width and
height of a unit in Fig. 1; D is the diffusion coefficient of
the vapour phase in the liquid phase; ε is the convection
velocity.

The initial condition is:
0 0( , ,0) 0 ,c x y x x y y   (20)

And the boundary condition is:
0(0,0, ) , ( , , ) 0 0c t c c t t       (21)

The MMP needs to be calculated by a series of
iterative computations, such as the Newton-Raphson
method. Fig. 2 presents the flowchart of the calculation
process.

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the calculation process of minimum miscible pressure

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Model validation

Based on the model established above, the
minimum miscible pressure of different throat radius
measured by Rashid S.M et al was predicted[24]. The
comparison between the predicted value of the model
and Rashid S.M is shown in Table 1.

The error between the minimum miscible pressure
predicted by the model and the previous experimental
measurement results is 0.77% in the 5 nm throat and
0.93% in the 10 nm throat. This demonstrates that the
MMP prediction model developed in this study is
extremely accurate.
Table 1 Model Validation Results

Throat
radius

5nm 10nm

Method
Results of
Rashid S.M

MMP
prediction
model

Results of
Rashid S.M

Prediction
model

MMP 19.37MPa 19.52MPa 21.40MPa 21.60MPa

3.2 Comparison of different minimum miscible pressure
Determination Methods

Thin tube test, IFT test, numerical simulation, and
MMP prediction model results are compared in this
study. The oil samples in the experiment are all from
the H3 reservoir in the Ordos Basin. The crude oil
composition of the H3 reservoir is shown in Table 2.
Table 2 The crude oil composition of H3 oilfield
Component N2 CO2 C1 C2 C3
Content,% 0.77 0.08 26.72 8.16 8.53
Component iC4 nC4 iC5 nC5 C6

Content,% 1.42 5.23 1.92 2.69 3.32
Component C7 C8 C9+ - -
Content,% 3.74 4.95 32.47 - -

The MMP measured by different methods is shown
in Table 3. Firstly, the above four methods are divided
into two categories. One is not considering the
heterogeneity, such as IFT test, and the MMP is
21.63MPa (Fig. 3), which is the maximum value among
these four methods. One is considering the
heterogeneity, such as thin tube test, numerical
simulation and MMP prediction model. Thin tube
method has the largest permeability and the largest
throat radius, which is relatively different from the
actual reservoir, and the experimental results are
shown in Fig. 4. In contrast, the MMP obtained by the



numerical simulation and the MMP prediction model is
close because the pore size of the reservoir is similar.
However, after determining the approximate range of
MMP, the numerical simulation method needs to set
different injection pressure for simulation. The MMP
prediction model can be directly calculated by iteration,
which is simple and easy to operate.
Table 3 MMP determined by different methods

Method
Thin tube

test
IFT
test

Numerical
simulation

Prediction
model

MMP 20.3MPa 21.4MPa 18.0MPa 18.35MPa

Fig. 3 Relationship between interfacial tension and
equilibrium pressure in CO2-crude oil system

Fig. 4 Processing diagram of thin tube experimental
results

3.3 Judgment of miscible state of the heterogeneous
reservoir

The H3 reservoir is a typical low-porosity-ultra-low-
porosity, low permeability reservoir. The Y30 well
group, a typical well group in the H3 reservoir, was
selected to analyze the distribution of MMP in the
heterogeneous low-permeability reservoir and the
location of CO2 and crude oil miscible front and
immiscible area during different production stages. The
permeability in the well control area of the Y30 well
group was reduced from 2.2 mD to 0.1 mD with a
significant permeability heterogeneity (Table 4).

Table 4 Basic information of well group Y29-101

Well ID Type Porosity Permeability Oil saturation

Y30-2 Injector 7.76% 0.56mD 52.6%

Y30-9 Producer 8.11% 0.83mD 54.8%

Y30-8 Producer 7.93% 0.23mD 53.2%

Y30-7 Producer 7.88% 0.15mD 55.9%

Y30-3 Producer 8.01% 1.56mD 54.4%

Y30-1 Producer 7.69% 0.13mD 54.2%
Y30-6 Producer 8.21% 1.72mD 53.5%
Y30-5 Producer 8.25% 0.68mD 56.1%
Y30-4 Producer 7.88% 0.16mD 55.8%
Firstly, the radius of the mainstream throat of each

well in the Y30 well group was calculated based on the
permeability. Then, the MMP of each well was
calculated using the MMP prediction model, and the
MMP distribution map was drawn based on the Kriging
method (Fig. 5). The maximum MMP of this well group
is located in the west area (MMP > 22.1 MPa), while the
MMP in the east area of the well group is smaller (MMP
< 19.8 MPa). During the slim tube experiment, the
pressure when the final recovery rate reaches 90% is
defined as the minimum miscible pressure. Similarly, it
is defined that the formation pressure of more than
90% of the well control area of this well group exceed
MMP is the best MMP corresponding to the whole well
group, the MMP of the Y30 well group is 20.1 MPa.

Fig. 5 The MMP distribution of Y30 well group
3.3.1 Unsteady flow stage

The miscible state of CO2 and crude oil in different
flow stages was determined using well Y30-2 and its
adjacent well Y30-1 as examples. The two wells are 500
m apart. Selecting a certain time at the beginning of
production, the formation pressure curve of well Y30-2
along the direction of well Y30-1 can be obtained from
the monitoring data. The MMP prediction model can
calculate the MMP at different positions between the
two wells. Using Y30-2 as the origin and the well
distance as the x-axis, the formation pressure curve and
the MMP curve are plotted in the same coordinate
system, e.g., Fig. 6.

Comparing the formation pressure curve with the
MMP curve, the intersection point appears at the
location 426 m from the injection well, indicating that



the front of the miscible phase is at the position roughly
426 m from the injection well (Fig. 6). The MMP in the
area located beyond 426 is significantly higher than the
formation pressure and cannot reach the miscible
phase. At this time, the phase distribution between the
two wells is shown in Fig. 7. Within 426 m from the
injection well, there may be a CO2-enriched area, as
well as a miscible area. Beyond 426 m from the
injection well, a immiscible area and a crude oil area
may exist.

Fig. 6 Formation pressure vs. MMP in unsteady flow
stage

Fig. 7 Phase distribution in unsteady flow stage
3.3.2 Steady flow stage

In steady flow stage, the miscible front is 318 m
away from the injection well, and most areas in the
formation have reached the miscible state with the
minimum miscible pressure of 19.8 MPa (Fig. 8).

During the steady flow stage, the phase state in the
formation can be divided into three areas: the pure CO2

area, the CO2-oil miscible area, and the near-miscible-
phase area (Fig. 9). However, at a distance of 200-300 m
from the injection well, the MMP curve becomes
convex, and the formation pressure has not yet reached
the MMP. This is mainly due to the large permeability at
this location, which leads to a large MMP, which also
indicates that there is a local immiscibility phenomenon
in the heterogeneous reservoir. Therefore, a local
immiscible area is added in Fig. 9, which should also be
the remaining oil enrichment area. In addition, the
MMP at the miscible front is larger at this time, and the
formation pressure in the area beyond 310 m from the
injection well is close to the MMP, which may reach a
near-miscible state.

Fig. 8 Formation pressure vs. MMP in steady flow stage

Fig. 9 Phase distribution in steady flow stage
4. CONCLUSIONS

1) The model calculation results are compared with
the prior experimental results of CO2 flooding to verify
its applicability and superiority. The results showed that
the difference between the MMP prediction model and
the prior experimental results is 0.77% and 0.93%,
respectively, indicating that the model was highly
accurate.

2) The minimum miscible pressure of crude oil in
H3 reservoir is determined by thin tube test, IFT test,
numerical simulation method and MMP prediction
model. The results show that the minimum miscible
pressures obtained by different methods are quite
different, and the minimum miscible pressures
measured by the methods considering reservoir
parameters are all smaller.

3) Comparing the formation pressure curves
between injection and production wells in different
stages with the MMP curves calculated by the model, it
is judged that the front of miscible phase in the
unstable flow stage is at 426 m from the injection well,
and pure CO2 area, CO2-oil miscible area, immiscible
area and pure oil area exist in the formation. In the
steady flow stage, the miscible front is at 318 m from
the injection well, and there are pure CO2 area, CO2-oil
miscible area, locally immiscible area and near-miscible
area in the formation.

4) Through the above study, it can be found that
the size of the miscible area will primarily affect the
final recovery rate. During the CO2 displacement
process, the MMP can be calculated by the MMP
prediction model first, and then different injection
pressure is set (injection pressure greater than MMP) to
observe the propagation range of the pressure wave



and the range of the miscible-phase area during the
steady flow stage, so as to determine the best injection
pressure.
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